Request for Proposal, 16MCO11
In response refer to RFP No. 16MCO511 Addendum 2 (two)
March 1, 2016

Gentlemen/Ladies:

Please note that there have been changes made to the original request for proposal. These changes are provided on the following pages of this addendum.
ADDENDUM

PROJECT: Midland County Amphitheatre
Concrete Bid Package
Midland, Texas

ADDENDUM NO. 2

PAGES: 2
DATE: March 1, 2016
ARCHITECTS PROJECT NO.: 01515

OWNER:
Midland County

TO: All persons that have project manuals and drawings.

The following items take precedence over drawings and project manual for the above named project and in closing a contract shall become a part of the contract documents.

Where any item called for in the specifications or indicated on the drawings is supplemental here, the original requirements remain in effect. Consider all supplemental conditions as added to the specifications and drawings.

Where any original item is amended, voided and superseded here, the provisions of such items not specifically amended, voided or superseded remain in effect.

ARCHITECTURAL

Item 1  Re: Construction Documents; Architectural Sheet A-101; Light pole bases shall be included in the concrete package. This will include bollard bases and light pole bases. This will need to be coordinated with the electrical contractor.

Item 2  Re: Construction Documents; Architectural Sheet A-101; There are two clouded areas on the sheet which have been adjusted from the original design. At the front entry gates the decorative overhead archway has been removed and replaced with fencing gates which are part of the fencing package and eliminates it from the concrete package. The other clouded area is the back of the project and changes the walk from a radius edge to a 90 degree intersection of the concrete walk and millings.

Item 3  Re: Construction Documents; The dirt contractor for Midland County will provide the compacted sub grade for installation of all walk areas to an
approximate elevation of +/- 1” (plus or minus one inch) for the convenience of the concrete contractor. The concrete contractor will fine grade the final elevation for the sub grade that concrete is to be placed on using clean material provided by Midland County. Final elevations and dimensions for the concrete installation are the responsibility of the concrete contractor. The County will provide verification elevation shots for walking surfaces at the request of the concrete contractor prior to concrete placement for walk areas.

Item 4  
Re: Construction Documents; Architectural Sheet A-101; Add general Note #6: Excavated material from foundations and other digging operations can remain on site. See County Superintendent for storage location.

Item 5  
Re: Construction Documents; Architectural Sheet A-101 Keynote 3.14- Concrete Mow Strip shall be part of the Fencing Bid Package and not part of the Concrete Bid Package.

Item 6  
Re: Construction Documents; Civil Sheet base files are available on request with a signed waiver of liability from the Civil engineer.